Jewish New Media Fellowship
The teams at Philadelphia Jewish Film and Media (PJFM) and Tribe 12 are seeking creative,
digitally savvy young storytellers for its Jewish New Media Fellowship. Through this Fellowship,
individuals will work to create a unique, Jewish, local social media presence in Philadelphia and
around the world. Fellows must be self-motivated, out of the box thinkers who are excited
about engaging their peers in a whole new world of digital Jewish content.
Primary Responsibilities:
• Fellows will collectively launch at least THREE virtual initiatives to engage peers
(publicly) through social media. Their content must have a Jewish angle and will be
promoted on both Tribe 12 and PJFM’s platforms. Examples include a TikTok series,
podcast, or other digitally engaging platforms or contests with a Jewish connection. The
Fellows may work collaboratively or by themselves on their projects.
• Fellows will assist with social media efforts of Tribe 12 and PJFM.
• Possibility to work extra hours supporting social media efforts of PJFM and Tribe 12.
Qualifications and Requirements:
•
21-28 years old.
Proficiency in various social media and digital platforms including, but not limited to,
•
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, TikTok and podcast hosting sites.
Possibility for work to continue into the school year.
•
Interest in visual storytelling through digital means.
•
•
Interest in showcasing Jewishness and Jewish storytelling and/or content in the city of
Philadelphia more publicly.
Appreciation and understanding or willingness to learn about basic Jewish ideas and
•
culture.
Interest in Jewish arts and cinema is preferred, but not required.
•
Fellows will work flexible, 5-8 hours a week from June 21 – August 19. Fellows also must be
willing to work at the same pay-rate through their project launch, which may go into fall,
though hours will significantly drop after mid-August. They will be paid bi-weekly at $20 an
hour.
At the end of the summer period, Fellows will pitch their recommended virtual initiatives to a
committee, which will determine the projects to launch in the fall. The Fellowship will conclude
with an in-person event showcasing their virtual projects in spring 2023.
Interested candidates should submit their resumé, cover letter, and portfolio of works to
Matthew Bussy, Program Director of PJFM, at mbussy@phillyjfm.org. No phone calls, please.
Please put “Jewish New Media Fellowship” in the subject line. PJFM will respond to candidates
whose qualifications are best aligned with the job.

